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The Company
Vodafone Netherlands

Industry
Telecommunications 

Objectives
• Implement key reports within a 

maintainable BI solution

•  Automate the report generation and 
distribution process

•  Develop a management portal with 
dashboard including key indicators

The Clariba Difference
• Customized BI solution based on 

clear understanding of business 
requirements

•  Expertise in core BI technologies 
from ETL and data mart design to  
the BusinessObjects platform

Customer Benefits
• Access to segmented customer 

information that is critical to 
marketing intelligence

•  Meaningful financial and marketing 
data delivered to key decision makers 
through dashboards

•  Core marketing KPIs understood 
throughout the organization

•  Trusted information delivered to  
a single location – the corporate 
intranet

Sending a clear signal  
to mobile customers
Vodafone Netherlands calls on Clariba  
for BI solutions

Connecting customers with the right product mix is a key 
objective for the Consumer Base Management (CBM) Team 
at Vodafone, a global leader in mobile telecommunications. 
By measuring the success of consumer focused marketing 
campaigns, understanding the customer lifecycle and identifying 
new prepaid and contract offerings, the CBM Team can target 
customers more effectively. However, this can only be achieved 
with timely and accurate information.

The Disconnect
The CBM Team at Vodafone Netherlands recognized that their data collection 
process made it difficult to access information due to the huge volume of customer 
data records (CDR). As a result of time-consuming report generation, the data 
presented to the management team was delivered too late and considered inac-
curate, leaving decision-makers at Vodafone in the dark as to the success of their 
marketing campaigns.

Vodafone engaged Clariba to help them achieve the objective of centralizing and 
automating their information gathering process. The CBM Team also identified 
the need for accurate information delivered cost-effectively and on time from one 
trusted source to all relevant marketers and decision-makers.

Answering the Call
Clariba collaborated with the CBM Team to implement a reliable BI solutionbased 
on the market leading BusinessObjects platform.

The first phase of this project focused on ensuring that trusted data was provided 
from the current databases to the BI solution. Complex queries were streamlined 
and redundant data sources consolidated. Subsequently BusinessObjects universes 
were developed for the central data warehouse and the CDR data mart.

With the relevant data sources available, the Clariba team then developed Inflow 
and Micro-Segmentation reports for both prepaid and contract customers. These 
reports analyze and segment new customers based on their consumption behaviour 
within the first 3 - 6 months.

Finally, Clariba developed a multi-level central management dashboard for finance 
and marketing along Vodafone’s IBRO model (Inflow / Base / Retention / Outflow). 
For further analysis, the dashboard allows users to drill-down to more detailed 
trends and information.
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Dashboards at Vodafone

About Vodafone Netherlands
Vodafone Netherlands is based in 
Maastricht. It is one of largest mobile 
communication companies in the 
Netherlands.

Vodafone was the first operator in the 
Netherlands to launch the Universal 
Mobile Telecommunications System 
(UMTS). For more information about 
Vodafone Netherlands, visit 
www.vodafone.nl.

“Clariba delivered enormous added value to our business. Their work on the Consumer 
Dashboard was exceptional (on quality and quantity). Thanks to their efforts the dashboard 
(and our team) is now seen as the central place for Management Information.”
Manager Customer Base
Vodafone, Netherlands

Delivering a Clear Message
Clariba provided valuable solutions to Vodafone Netherlands, allowing the CBM 
Team to achieve their BI objectives. For example:

• By streamlining queries and consolidating data sources, Clariba made it pos-
sible for the CBM Team to analyze their valuable information easily and cost-
effectively.

•  As a result of new automated Inflow and Micro-Segmentation reports for both 
prepaid and contract customers, the CBM Team can now extract clear and timely 
results, allowing marketers to identify and implement effective campaigns.

•  Due to the enhanced accessibility to reliable data through the management 
portal and dashboards, decision makers at Vodafone are receiving the informa-
tion they need to further drive and enhance their business in the Netherlands.

Next Steps
• By utilizing the new centralized and automated information gathering processes 

and management portal created by Clariba, the CBM Team at Vodafone is better 
equipped to make timely and accurate decisions regarding marketing campaigns.

• With the successful integration of the BusinessObjects platform at Vodafone, 
Clariba continues to provide support for their BI system and is actively working 
on its extension.

• In the subsequent phases of this project, Vodafone plans to extend the existing 
platform to incorporate new actionable insight through an expansion of the key 
dashboards with drill-down capabilities for further detailed analysis.
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